Let ? be a saturated formation of finite soluble groups.
Let G be a finite soluble group and F an if -projector of G. Then F is said to satisfy the strong covering-avoidance property if (i) F either covers or avoids each chief factor of G, and (ii) FC\L/FC\K is a chief factor of F whenever L/K is a chief factor of G covered by F. Let C?" denote the class of all finite soluble G in which the y -projectors satisfy the strong covering-avoidance property. <?" is a formation. Let %tf be the class of groups G in which an if-normalizer is also an if -projector. ïta is a formation studied by Klaus Doerk. Note that î)<r C C<r. 'J is said to be G -special if C" = Vtf . The purpose of this note is to study C -special formations.
Two characterizations of C-special formations are given. Let £ be a positive integer and let Ä denote the class of finite soluble groups G whose Fitting length is at most i. Then Jl is C -special. 
a (H n V/A n v)/(K n y/A n v)
whence H nV/KOV is a chief factor of V. Hence, assume that A covers fj/K. Then A is G-isomorphic to H/K, hence by [2, Satz 2.9] V covers A.
By assumption, A is a chief factor of V, hence HHV/KnV is a chief factor of V. This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 1. We show first that C" is a homomorph. Let In order to prove this theorem we need the following lemma. [3] we have Corollary 9. // C ^ is saturated; then 3 = S i^f(p) for some prime p.
We now prove Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 6. Suppose that C _ is saturated.
In order to show that J = S, it will be sufficient to show that J = J(p) for each prime p.
Suppose to the contrary that J = J(p) for some prime p and let G e J\J(p) be of minimal order. Then G contains a unique minimal normal subgroup N. Let \N\ = ta, t a prime and a > 0. Since ^(p) = S ?(p), ¿ ^ p.
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Next, let K be an isomorphic copy of the group G in Huppert [9, Beispiel 2.9], if p is odd; otherwise, let K be the semidirect product of the natural 2-dimensional GF(5)-module of GL (2, 5) Since the converse of the theorem is trivially true, the proof is complete.
